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he first meeting of the LTER National
Advisory Board (NAB) will take place
December lO and 11 at the Sevilleta LTER
site, near Socorro, New Mexico. The NAB
comprises a group of nationally known
researc hers whose task is to provide an
outside perspective on the major research and
synthesis activities of the LTER Network .
The NAB also acts as an oversight board for
the L TER Network Office.
The National Advisory Board members
were chosen to ensure a broad representation
of ecological disciplines . Members include :
Ann Bartuska, USDA Forest Service; Bill
Murdoch , Department of Biology, UC Santa
Barbara; James H. Beach, Natural History
Museum and Biodiversity Research, University of Kansas ; James A. MacMahon,Utah
State University ; Leonard Krishtalka , Natural
History Museum and Biodiversity Research ,
University of Kansas; Mary K. Firestone,
Dept of Environmental Science Policy and
Management, UC Berkeley; 0 . W. Heal ,

former Director of the Institute of Terrestrial
Ecology , UK; Paul G . Risser, President,
Oregon State University; Ron Pulliam,
University of Georgia , Institute of Ecology ;
Robert J. Robbins , Freel Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center, Seattle, Washington ; and
Rebecca R. Sharitz, Savannah River Ecology
Laboratory .
The NAB will review the recommendations of the 1993 "Ten-year Review of the
National Science Foundation Long-Term
Ecological Research (L TER) Program" and
evaluate progress towards meeting those
recommendations . Several L TER and
associated scientists wi II present status
reports on all major foci of L TER, including
synthesis , research, education , and international networking. During the five-year
period since the previous review, LTER
scientists have continued to produce an
extensive literature describing many significant ecological processes and characteristics,
and documenting the status and trends of key
environmental conditions from the 21 sites.
In addition , the LTER program has established interactions with and provided
guidance to help establish related programs
in many other countries through the development of the International LTER Network.

First Volume in LTER Synthesis Series Published

K

onza Prairie LTER's
Grassland Dyna111ics is
the first volume in the L TER
series of books to be published by Oxford University
Press.
The book synthesizes
nearly 20 years of resarch in
the tallgrass prairie. Thirty
contributors , four editors, a
full-color cover, two color
plates, several black-andwhite photos and more than
150 figures and tables
illustrate this handsome
tome.
"The process of synthesizing information from 20
years of research and integrating the components of

Grassland Dynamics , the new
Konza Prairie the first volu111e
in the LTER synthesis series, is
available jro111 Oxfo rd University Press.

the book along a common
theme truly is rewarding,"
says Alan Knapp, Principal
Investigator at Konza LTER.
"Aside from the long hours
of reading and editing,
putting a synthesis volume
together is truly the best way
to gain a real appreciation for
the ecosystem one works in
as well as a better understanding of its complex suite
of defining processes,"
Knapp says. "I would highly
recommend such an effort for
all sites ... but I am not
anxious to do it again in the
near future!"
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piloting school research projects during the
current school year. Another group of
teachers is working with SCENE to direct
students in planting native habitats in their
schoolyards. These habitats will be used in
ecological experiments, including some
UGA Invertebrates
L TER schoolyard investigations. From the
Symposium Honors
workshop , internship, and native habitat
projects , CAP has identified an initial set of
D.A. Crossley
14 LTER schools.
symposium on invertebrates as ecosysThe CAP Ecology Explorers program taps
tem webmasters was held at the
into an existing SCENE program called
University of Georgia (UGA) on 4-6 October
"Science Connections." Teachers can request
98 . The symposium, affectionately dubbed
that a graduate student/scientist visit their
"DACfest," also honored the retirement of
classrooms to introduce a scientific research
D.A . Crossley, Jr. from the Institute of
topic and/or project. Motorola, one of the
Ecology at UGA. An enduring proponent of
Center's community partners, funds part of
LTER, Dac served as Co-Lead PI at the
this program and supports the addition of an
Coweeta LTER site from 1980 to 1990 and as
Environmental Educator, Monica Elser, to the
a graduate and post-doc advisor for many
LTER education team. For more information
students who are now involved in research at
contact Monica at meelser@asu.edu
other LTER sites. Dac plans to enjoy retirement while completing several long term
Central Arizona-Phoenix
studies and publishing his first mystery
novel.
LTER Integrates Social and
The international list of symposium
Natural Scientists
participants also included representatives
ore than 50 Arizona State University
from six other LTER sites .The symposium
faculty
, staff, and students attended the
was organized by Dave Coleman and Paul
CAP-LTER
Summer Summit on
first-ever
Hendrix who were assisted by Janice Sand
Human-Ecosystem
Interaction
on 21 July
and Linda Slaney. The proceedings will be
1998.
The
summit
was
designed
to:
published by CAB International.
• Promote future collaborations between CAP
L TER social and natural scientists to develop
interdisciplinary projects (e .g. , concept
Central Arizona - Phoenix
papers, review papers , and research opportuLTER Launches New
nities);
• Develop research questions and protocols
Education Program
that address how socioeconomic factors
cology Explorers, the Central Arizona affect urban ecosystem structure and funcPhoenix Long Term Ecological Retion .
search (CAP LTER) education program , is
Social scientists met with natural scientists
developing into an exciting opportunity for
from five core research areas (Bird and Insect
K-12 students and teachers to carry out
Populations, Nutrient Transport and Budgets,
scientific investigations using schoolyards as Geomorphology and River Dynamics, Plant
research sites.
Populations, and Primary Production and
Education staff at the Center for EnvironSoils) to discuss how these projects currently
mental Studies (CES) and the Southwest
are integrating social and natural science and
Center for Education and the Natural Envito explore ways for further integration. The
ronment (SCENE) have brought together Ksocial scientists then formed groups that
12 teachers and LTER scientists to develop
focused on three ways in which humans alter
schoolyard protocols that parallel CAP
urban landscapes (Open Space, Urban Infill,
L TER investigations. During the summer,
and Urban Growth) , with the natural scienCES offered a teacher workshop and
tists discussing how ecological patterns may
internships in which 16 teachers from 11
affect these topics.
elementary, middle, and high schools in the
The summit was well received , with a
Phoenix area participated. L TER scientists
consensus that its most valuable contribution
(representing plant, insect and bird studies)
was in bringing together social and natural
facilitated the programs during which
scientists and introducing the various LTER
teachers worked on translating CAP LTER
research topics in a think-tarik environment.
research into classroom projects.
A list of interdisciplinary research questions
Using this experience, the teachers are
and recommendations for future summits are
found at http://caplter.asu.edu/new/
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Clinton Science Advisor
Endorses International
LTER Program
eal Lane, director of the Office of
Science and Technology Policy and
sc ience advisor to President Clinton, spoke
to a recent meeting of the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) on the theme
" Partnerships and Networks : Capturing the
Benefits of Innovatio n" (Mexico City, 21
October 1998).
In hi s speech, Lane made the point that the
Federal government actively pursues
partnership policies to advance national
goals, domestically and internationally. He
then introduced the Inte rnational Lonab Term
Ecological Research Network (ILTER) as
one of several "promi sing" examples of
internation al networking activities. Lane
called IL TER "an example of how we can
benefit from the unique resource diversity of
the region. "
"The ILTER program enables us to better
compare ecological observations and experiments at diverse sites. This work can provide
a scientific basis for dec isions by
policymakers who are concerned about
"sustainable" economic development. For
example, data-collection and field experiments at ILTER sites provide insights into
the ways that differe nt ecosystems respond to
short- and longer term changes in climate.
ILTER may help us better understand
phenomena such as El Nino or the balobal
decline in amphibian populations.
"The ILTER network is al so actively
promoting exchanges of our youth ... and
building linkages and offering curricula for
the next generation. Several APEC economies, including Canada, China, Chinese
T aipei , and Korea, are already formal
me mbers of the ILTER network, and scientists from M exico and Japan are contributina
o·
I encourage all APEC members to consider
joining the ILTER Ne twork."
Lane al so addressed another L TER
interest, Knowledge and Distributed Intelli gence, or I<DI. " [KDI] is an e me rging area of
research that can enhance collaboration. This
is a search for ways to best man age information becoming available by di gital mean s by
improving our ability to discover, collect ,
represent, transmit, and apply complex
information across di gital systems."

N

Konza Field Station Installs
High-Speed Networking
Technology

E

arly in September 1998, a T 1 computer
line was installed at the Kon za Prairie

Headquarters building as part of the ongoing
on-site faciliti es renovatio n funded by NSF.
Work continues to extend the T I network to
include adj ace nt buildings.
Future plans include the installation of a
Sun workstation and computer laboratory.
These enhancements will provide reliable,
high speed networking and a seamless
connection to the Konza L TER database for
staff, researche rs, and vi sitinab scienKonza
.
t1 sts.

Graduate Student
Comm ittee: News

s of thi s spring, Chri sty Tyler and Greg
Hoch are the new co-chairs of the
graduate student committee. Christy is
working on he r Ph.D . with Karen M cG iathery
at the University of Virgi ni a. Her dissertation
concerns the role of macroalgae in transformations of nitrogen, particul arly organic
nitrogen, in a shallow coastal lagoo n at the
Virginia Coast Reserve. Greg is a Ph.D .
working with
student
Long·term
~ Vegetation Plots
Introducing
John Bri ggs at Kansas
Coast Range
State University. The
Christy Tyler
Pu get Lowlands
focu s of his research is
and
Willamette Valley
using re mote sensing
Hoch
Greg
Cascade Range
and Geographic
-Graduate
E Cascade Slope
Information Systems to
Student
Olympic Range
study the expansion of
Klamath Mtns
Committee
eastern red cedar
This 111ap depicts th e
Co-chairs
forests into the
locations of lon gtallgrass prairie of the
terlll vegetation
Hills region .
Flint
study plots. A colo r
Christy and Greg will serve as co-chairs
Both
version, and{/ full
throu gh August of 2000. In addition, we now
report are a
have a full complement of student re presentapemwnent part of the A1ulrews LTER website
http:!!tF\I'tl'.fsl.orst.edtt! lterlresearclt! regionll
tives from all 2 L sites, who will serve as the
vegpl.lt/111
liai sons between the individual sites and the
graduate stude nt committee chairs.
At the Ecological Socie ty Meeting in
Andrews LTER Publishes
Baltimore, August 1998, we held a successful
meeting of L TER students. Fourteen L TER
Long-term Study Series
sites were represented and we heard presentaon Website
tions from many of the students about the
current research at these sites . Students at the
ogether with the Wind River Canopy
meeting were e ncouraged to pursue cross-site
Crane site, Andrews LTER maintains a
research. Interested students should first
network of long-term vegetation plots across
contact the site where they wish to do crosswestern Oregon and Washington . A new
site work, and the n arrange with the L TER
re port posted on the Andrews website
Network Office for additional logistical
summarizes data from the plot series.
support if necessary . We will be holding
"Long-term observations are the only
another meeting at next year' s ESA in
direct mean s to docume nt and understand the
Spokane, and hope to incorporate more
intrinsically slow changes of our forests,"
students from the ESA community.
says Mark Harmon , Andrews L TER PI
The graduate student committee is startina
b
" which are dominated by long-lived tr~e
to pre pare a variety of student activities for
species-individuals commonly live 400 to
the Y2K LTER All Scie nti st's Meetinab at
1000 years."
Snowbird. Pote ntial activities include:
The vegetation plots are used to examine
informal lunches with the project Pis, estabpatterns and rates of forest succession , and to
li shing a student travel fund , a mentoring
measure tree growth and mortality . The
session to pair-up senior g raduate students
network of plots extends through much of
with new graduate students and unde rgraduwestern Oregon and Washington, with sites
ates, and discussions about alternative caree r
re presenting most of the major fo rest zones
path s for graduate stude nts and post-docs.
and successional stages in the reg ion. The
W e are currently in the procees of updating
duration of records ranges from temporary
the current student database, as we ll as
plots measured a single time to permanent
creating a new , searchable database so that
plots with up to 80 years of observations.
students with similar interests can interact
"Hopefully thi s is the first of many reports
more easily . W e are looking forward to a
that we will publi sh on the website" Harmon
significant stude nt presence at the meeting.
says.
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Western facing slopes were less damaged
(litter). Forest recovery is reali zed through
as were the most protected valleys. As such ,
regrowth of surviving nonpioneer trees
focal LTER study areas at the Bisley Experi("direct regeneration"; Yih et al. 1991 ,
mental Watersheds and at El Verde Field
Zimmerman et al. 1994) and establishment
Station, which are located on western facing
of pioneer trees, particularly Cecropia
slopes, were not, in general , the worst hit
schreberiana (Scatena et al. 1996).
areas. Peak sustained winds at the Bisley
On average, hurricanes as severe as Hu go
watersheds were almost 90 mph. However, on and Georges strike the LEF once every 50 to
a smaller scale, areas of exposed slopes at
60 years (Scatena and Larsen 1991) although
both sites were heavily damaged.
inter-hurricane intervals less than this are not
The LUQ research infrastructure was little
uncommon (two severe hurricanes struck the
affected by the storm . There was no major
LEFin 1928 and1932).
damage to buildings and meteorological
One prediction from the study of
towers remained standing. The most severe
anthropogenically induced climate change is
damage was suffered by the 30-meter canopy that severe hurricanes like Hugo and
walkway at El Verde Field Station.
Georges will become more frequent as ocean
Co11tributed by Jess K. Zillllllerlllan
The previous hurricane to strike the LEF
temperatures ri se (Emmanuel 1987, Gray
Luquillo Experilllelltal Forest LTER
was Hurricane Hugo, which passed over
1990) . Thus the inter-hurricane interval of
northeastern Puerto Rico on 18 September
nine years between Hurricanes Hugo and
Editor's note: please see the ll'ebsite:
1989 with winds exceeding 120 mph . The
Georges represents an important opportunity
htlp:/hql.ltem el.edu/ppllgeorges- 1998/inde.r.htm for
immediate effects of Hurricane Hugo on the
to study the effects of more frequent hurricomplete set ofjigures and reFerences.
forests of the LEF and subsequent recovery
canes on tropical forest dynamics . Silver
urricane Georges swept the length of the
are described in two special issues of
( 1998) predicts that increased frequency of
island of Puerto Rico on 21 September
Biotropica (Walker et a!. 1991, 1996) and
severe hurricanes will alter the successional
1998 with winds of 110-130 mph (Figure 1,
other publications (see LUQ web site at http:/ status of forests causing a higher proportion
below) . Maximum coastal storm surge was
/sunceer.upr.cl u.edu).
of pioneer species, potentially higher rates of
1.5 to 2 meters on the east coast where the
Hurricanes affect tropical forests by
carbon fixation , and greater standing stocks
storm came ashore. Rainfall totals averaged
removing the forest canopy, depositing large
of coarse woody debris .
250 to 400 mm (10 to 15 in) with a broad area
amounts of litter and coarse woody debris on
Because the last severe hurricane to
in the central mountains receiving 500 to 635
the forest floor and in streams (Zimmerman et precede Hugo was in 1932, an interval of 57
mm (20 to 25 in) . Economic damage was
a!. 1996). Litter and nutrients deposited in a
years, the forest was in quite mature condiwidespread and often severe. Total economic
single hurricane can equal or exceed what are tion , possessing many large, well-developed
damages due to the storm will total $2 billion ,
normally annual amounts (Lodge et al. 1991 ). nonpioneer trees. Predictions of postmaking Georges the most costly natural
Decomposition of litter causes increases in
hurricane trajectories of fo rest succession
disaster in US history . By comparison,
nitrogen , potassium and other nutrients in
and ecosystem status following Hugo may
damages due to Hurricane Andrew in south
streams that persist for up to two years
not apply to post-Georges patterns because
Florida totaled $ 1.6 billion.
(Schaefer et al. , submitted). Changes in
the forest was in a different condition when
Estimates suggest that 90,000 homes were
animal populations are quite varied.
the disturbance occurred. Thus , Hurricane
damaged in Puerto Rico during the storm,
Negative effects are caused by loss of
Georges represents an important opportunity
approximately one-third of which were
resources (nectar or fruit) or detrimental
to provide greater resolution to models of
completely destroyed . Immediately after the
environmental effects (hot, dry habitats).
forest ecosystem dynamics following
storm, most residents were without electricity
Positive effects result from increased habitat
hurricane disturbance.
and water. Approximately 90 percent of
structure (ground debris) and resources
residents remained with telephone service
through the storm. Utilities have been
restored to almost all areas , with the excepMontage of GOES-8 infrared
im ages from Hurr icane Georges
Figure 1. Co111posite
tion that electricity will not be restored in
Fro m 18-28 Sep 1998 Near 12 UT
satellite
it11age
of
th
e
rural areas for several months. The agriculpath ofHurrical/e
tural sector was most strongly affected by
Geo rges, \\lhich passed
Hurricane Georges . Ninety percent of banana
over th e 1/0rthem
and plantain fields were destroyed along
portio11 o{the Lesser
with approximately 70 percent of the coffee
Alltilles, Puerto Rico,
crop. Three weeks after the storm it was
Hispa11io/a, a11d Cuba
impossible to purchase a fresh, whole
before striki11g the
chicken on the island.
southern US. The
Luquillo LTER site
Located in the northeastern corner of
(LUQ) is located i11
Puerto Rico, the Luquillo (LUQ) L TER site
11ortheastem
Puerto
was directly affected by the northern portion
Rico a11d suffered
of the eye wall of the hurricane . Winds were
1/W.rillllllll wi11ds _fi-m11
strongest from the north and east such that
th e stom1 (1 10 - 130
exposed areas of the Luquillo Experimental
111ph). Photo obtained L......;;;;;;;;;;;._ _ _...;.~----"----~---------.1.----.:.l
Forest were completely defoliated .
jim11 NOAA web site.
Cross-site Research and Other Ne11•s

X site

Through the
Eye of the Storm:
Luquillo LTER
Records
Second Hurricane in
Nine Years

H
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At Coweeta LTER:
Multi disci pI in a ry
Regional Study
Reveals Key Factors
of Land-use Change
Coutributed by Briau Kloeppel, Coweeta LTER

T

he Coweeta LTER program has

.l expanded both the geograp hic and
programmatic scope of its research. Re-

linked components (Figure 3): ( I ) prehistoric, hi stori c and contemporary patterns of
human activity and land use, (2) contemporary
soc ioeconomic drivers of land use change,
(3) effects of land use change on aq uatic
ecosystems , and (4) effects of land use
change on terrestrial ecosystems. Regional
studi es are organized around three main
qu est ion s :
l. How does land-use change interact with
natural environmental gradients to control
aquatic and terrestrial biological diversity
and ecosystem processes in the southern
Appalachians?
2. How are human decisions regarding land

ecosystem to identify these relationships.
Work over the last 20 years has caused us to
questio n the assumption that most eco logica l
processes are in dynamic eq uilibrium . Our
studies provide general conclusions regarding
how disturbance frequency, life hi story,
demography , and dispersal interact to determine how quickly ecosystems approach
predicted equilibrium. Global carbon pools
and flux rates are a major uncertainty of
widespread importance. Our paleo-, hi storic,
and current records and rate measurements
will significantly reduce this uncertainty in
the region, and we are developing and testing
methods, models, and estimates which should

.----"T"---r----....,.-~---""!:11,.....---,be globally applicable.
search sites and topics now span the
70,000 km2 southern Appalachian
Prehistoric, Historic, and
Mountains region (Figure I ), and
Contemporary Patterns of
include previously ignored hi storical,
Disturbance and Land Use
social , and economic sciences in our
Linking ecosystem function with land- use
study group. This summary of our
change requires an accurate, quantitative
activities serves as one example to
record of the patterns of land use and land
understanding the soc ial , political, and
cover. Uncertainty regarding the legacies of
large-sca le natural phenomenon that
past land use has limited our ability to
can not be studied at the organism,
explain the structure and function of presentplot, watershed, or political boundary
clay ecosystems. During the past two years,
scales .
we developed a 50-year record (hereafter, the
The sou thern Appalachian region is
"hi storic" record) of land- cover change for
characterized by steep environmental
our 70,000 km 2 study area, based on aerial
gradients in temperature, precipitation,
photographs ( 1950s) and satellite data (1970s
and a suite of rel ated biotic and abiotic
1990s) . This data set integrates many key
and
Figure I. The Southem Appalaciaus are the fo cus of
factors that influence the structure and
of the regionalization research. These
aspects
th e C01veeta Regioualiza tiou study
function of terrestrial and aquatic
data have facilitated coordinated site selection
ecosystems. Superimposed on these natufor the terrestrial and aquatic field studies and
use influenced by social , economic , and
rally occurring gradients are complex
thus, are a critical Link in the integration of our
factors within the region?
ecological
patterns of historic (centuries to mill ennia)
research program.
our understanding of the
use
we
Can
3.
and contemporary (decades to centuries)
Initial analyses of the time series of landlinkages among socioeconomic factors , landdisturbances.
cover change revealed some surprises about the
change, and ecosystem structure and
use
While windthrow, flooding, landslides,
location, extent and shape of recent human
function to predict future land-use patterns
drought, insect outbreaks and other natural
activities on the landscape. Although
their ecological consequences?
and
disturbances occur in the region, humans
coutiuued ue.rt page
While we have three years of progress from
have long been the primary cause of change
on
focused
studies
in the southern Appalachians. The history of
ecological,
Historical &
disturbance begins with pre-contact
Environmental
Social
hi storical , and social
Current
intensity
low
and
fire
Cherokee, who used
~
-7
Gradients
Systems
conditions in the
Disturbance
agriculture, increasing with widespread
southern Appalachithe
of
turn
the
at
logging and land clearing
~
ans, we believe our
century, and becoming pervasive with large
results will have
increases in population and attendant
Land-use
much broader
development over the past 20 years (Fig.ure
Patterns
implications. For
2).
example, the relaAlthough much of this work builds on our
~
tionships among
60-plus years of research on ecological
changes,
land-use
Biodiversity
processes in terrestrial and aquatic ecosysexotic species
Ecosystem
&
work
new
the
Basin,
Coweeta
the
tems in
introduction , and
Function
and
spatial
larger
substantially
involves
biological diversity
temporal scales than previous studies.
major unknowns
are
Moreover, it explicitly examines the soc ial
Figure 3. Understaudiug the liukages betweeu histo rical and coutembut we
ecology,
in
land
disturbauces, extrem e euviroumeutal gradieuts, aud rapidly
human
of
porary
determinants
and economic
have established
social systems will help determiue historical, curreut, and
chaugiug
biotic
and
physical
the
and
use decisions,
studies in both
pal/ems, aud help to quautify aud predict the resulting
laud-use
.fitture
patterns.
use
land
ltant
resu
of
consequences
terrestrial and aquatic
aud aquatic biodiversity aud ecosystemfilllction .
terrestrial
11
0
impacts
Our research focuses on fundamentally
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frame (our 1950 to 1990 period) than has
lndi viduals over 65 years of age are concenlogging peaked ca. 1915 and agricultural
previously been analyzed .
trated in certain areas of western North
activities peaked in the 1930s, nearly 50
Discrete land-use choice models developed Carolina where greater than 20 pe rcent of the
percent of the land area of some counties
for the Little Tennessee River Basin show
reside nt population is over 65 years of age.
remained cleared in the 1950s. Forest cover
market factors have significantly influenced
Individuals in this age group te nd to locate
and urban/suburban land covers have reland use choices. Models also indicate that
near amenities, most notably good hospital
placed agriculture during the subsequent four the relationships between market factors, site care, cultural events, and recreational oppordecades, although the rate and extent of this
physical variables, and land-use choices have tuniti es. These and other factors provide
change varies across the region.
shifted substantially since the 1950s. Expand- essential context for understanding how people
When the pattern of all forest cover is
ing on these studies, more sophisticated
have interacted with land and resources and the
examined, including those substantially
economic-based land-use models have been
potential for change in these interactions.
forested areas with embedded housing, forest constructed for a number of counties. These
Collaboration with the terrestrial and
fragmentation clearly has decreased in the
models extended definitions of land use by
aquatic research groups is essential to tie
region. However, when only undisturbed
including a measure of human occupancy
soc ioeconomic factors to land-use change.
forests are considered, forest fragmentation
using building den sities and by applying
Fore·c asts of land-use change will be used as
has increased in many areas. Urban/suburban measures of forecast pe rformance based on
the basis for generating land-use change
development has more than kept pace with
information theory . Topography and road
hazard maps. By overlaying boundaries of
agricultural abandonment,
ft:!R'WJ~~;&"E":-.::::::ri!i::w'l;":""'"---------------_,
stream catchments we
leading to a net loss of
will identify which
4
continuous undisturbed
1l-·
drainages may be most
forest.
susceptible to change and
In addition to analysis of
those which should
the historic record , we have
re main relative ly stable
extended our observations
over the nex t several
further back in time based
years. These catchment
on sedime nt sampling. We
hazard ratings will be
have infe rred cultural and
used by the aquatic group
climate effects on fire and
to augme nt their stream
vegetation over the last few
sampling so that the
millennia using sediment
effects of changes in
charcoal, 2 1( 1Pb, and pollen
landscape condition on
data from I 0 sites in the
stream quality can be
southern Appalachians.
monitored. The forecasts
Results show that fire and
of land-use change will
vegetation are extremely
also be used to (I)
variable across the range of
examine the effects of
Figure 2. The soli/hem Appalachian region is characterized by steep enl'iromnental and physielevation, topo 0<>raphic, and
· 1:! .c1/slur
. bance. Presently, 111ost 111idslope and high-ele11ation sites
increas in"'o residential
ca 1 grac11ents
anc1 centunes
1
vegetation settings repreare forested, while !'alley bottollls are used for agriculture, gra zing, and mral and suburban
development on landsen ted in our data set. We are de11elopm ent.
scape fragmentation and
connectivity, and (2)
concurrently integrating our
networks
direct
population
diffusion
and
examine
the
potential
effects of land use
southern Appalachians results within a contiintensive
land
use
toward
riparian
areas.
This
changes
on
carbon
storage
conditions in the
nental data set of past fire importance.
model also has been used to predict future
reg ion .
land use, 40 years hence. Current conditions
Socioeconomic Research
are
incorporated to develop site-specific
Effects of Land-use Change on Aquatic
Our time-series data clearly demonstrate
probability
maps
for
each
possible
land
use.
Ecosystems
that pattern s of land cover have changed in
These
prediction
s
provide
a
spatially
explicit
Both the hi storical record and soc ioecothe Southern Appalachians during the past 40
estimate
of
future
human
disturbance,
at
an
nomic
analyses identify the greatest human
years, but explaining these changes requires
identifiable
level
of
statistical
confidence.
impacts
in riparian and other near-stream
new integrative approaches that include
Predictions
may
help
(I)
to
identify
regions
or
areas,
where
farming was more profitable,
understanding derived from both the natural
areas
most
likely
to
rece
ive
greatest
future
infrastructure
developed , and access easier.
and social sciences. Physical attributes (e .g. ,
impacts,
(2)
to
model
related
impacts
of
However,
few
studies have linked these
vegetation, elevation , slope) and social
future
land
use
change
(e.g.,
regional
carbon
changes
in
land
use to their impacts on stream
variables (e.g., markets, cultural attitudes) all
flux),
or
(3)
to
design
sampling
schemes
for
ecosystems,
particularly
over broad spatial
contribute to human land-use deci sions and
fieldwork
to
test
related
hypotheses
regarding
and
long
temporal
sca
les.
In the Little Tennesthu s to landscape patterns, yet understanding
ecosystem
and
community
function
.
see
(L
T)
and
French
Broad
(FB) rive rs, we are
how these many variables interact remains
Critical
to
recent
change
in
Southern
investigating
(I)
the
influences
of differing
incomplete. We have developed new models
Appalachian
society
is
a
substantial
influx
of
past
(50
year)
and
present
land-u
se practices
that ( I) address changes in land use rather
retirees
to
the
region
:
North
Carolina,
Viron
fishes
and
invertebrates,
and
their
trophic
than only land cover, as has been done
ginia
and
Georgia
are
currently
ranked
interactions
across
a
continuum
of
forestpreviously , (2) incorporate market effects for
nationally as the 5th, 9th and I Oth destination agriculture-urban landscapes, and (2) how
agricultural and forest products on land-use
for retirees based on population movement.
past and current land use affect the future of
deci sion s, and (3) examine a longer time
aquatic
ecosyste ms.
continued on page 9
6
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Cross -sile Research w1d Oilier New'

mainland marsh, since 1986. In 1997 , with
among the three free surfaces of land, and
the cooperation of Don Cahoon (National
fresh- ·and salt water. As part of a study
Biological Service), a series of sedi mentation
begun in summer 1998, led by VCR L TER PI
erosion tables (SETs) were installed to accuMichael Erwin with cooperators inc luding
ratel y measure (+1- 2 mm) and segregate the
Cahoon and Charles Roman , several lagoo nal
changes in marsh surface due to accretional
marsh islands in the VCR LTER site , Maryprocesses from those associated with shallow
land , southern New Jersey, and Cape Cod,
subsidence.
Massachu setts, will be selected for intense
The SET consists of a geologically stable
studi es of sea level rise, marsh dynamics, and
platform that includes a stainless steel
migratory waterbird use.
pivoting arm with nine ve rtical pins to
The central hypothesis being tested is that
measure distances to marsh surface. Measmarsh islands are not able to maintain position
Contribllled by Michael En vin and John Porter,
urements will be made at least semi-annually with respect to sea level ri se, that they will
Virginia Coast Reserve LTER
at each monitoring station to reflect mineral
undergo greater fragmentation and loss, and
that many waterbird species, especially marshhe Virginia Coast Reserve (VCR) is one deposition and organic matter accumulation
nesting species, will be adversely affected,
of only two coastal estuarine LTER sites rates to reveal mechani sms contributing to
changes in marsh surface elevations. Thi s
while some guilds such as migrant shorebirds
(the other is the new Plum Isl and (PIE),
may benefit to varying degrees.
Massachusetts site, a former LMER site) and, information, combined with tide gauge data,
will reveal whether these marshes are able to
Sites will be selected that are important
as such, faces some long-term threats unique
keep pace with sea level rise, or
migratory bird use areas such as national
to these sites
whether they are "losi ng ground." seashores and national wildlife refuges, where
- namely , sea
In
the near future, more SETs are hi storical information is available, and where
level ri se.
planned
for several lagoonal
marshes may be at some risk . Information will
Although
marsh
islands
in coastal Virginia
be collected on marsh changes based on
the magn itude
and elsewhere along the Atlantic historic charts and photographs to compare
of the sea
coast to ex pand the network of
with recent satellite imagery and aerial
level ri se
marsh monitoring.
photography to help in the selection process.
prob lem
On a larger scale, the VCR and
By collecting data on habitat use throughremain s a
PIE LTERs have been using
out the year for more than 75 spec ies of
subject of
kinematic Global Positioning
waterfowl , shorebirds, and colonial
some controSystem
(GPS) technology to
waterbirds (wading birds , gull s, terns),
versy, it is
construct topographic data layers critical habitats for nesting, feeding, and
clear that in
of marsh surfaces. VCR Site
roosting will be assembled . These data,
many areas ,
Manager Randy Carlson spent a
combined with hi storic documentation of
most notabl y
week at PIE developing a set of
bird survey data, will reveal both tre nds in
along the
high-quality
topographic and
species numbers and will indicate the degree
Gulf Coast,
geographi c benchmarks. These
of plasticity of species. Thi s, in turn , will
that marshes
were then used to anchor kinall ow researchers to rank the relative vulnerare both
ematic GPS surveys of the marsh ability of species to changes in marshes.
eroding and
surface. This matches similar
Researchers will also be able to indicate
subsiding,
Figure 3. Co1111non Tem11esting o11the sa11dy
efforts on Phillips Creek and Hog which suite of species is likely to benefit if
resulting in
.fi'inge of a 111arsh isla11d in coastal Virginia.
Island marshes at the VCR .
marshes revert to intertidal flats and open
long-term
This, a11d other waterbird species, 111ay be adCoupled with the SET measurewater. For species that breed in
losses of
versely qffected by rising sea levels and stor111
ments, the GPS-generated
continued ne.rt page
deltaic
events during th e May to August nesting seamarshes.
son alo11g the Atlantic coast. ( Photo by Dan
topographic surfaces provide a
Such a
S111ith, deceased).
way to estimate the
spatial
extent
of expected a real
pattern has also been found in the
change
due
to
sea level ri se, as well
Chesapeake Bay area as well where the deep
as
providing
a
comparative basis for
peat-based marshes of the middle Eastern
future
studies
of
VCR and PIE
Shore have long been shown to be reverting
marshes.
to open water.
Another effort that will allow
Across the peninsula, the islands and
intersite
comparisons is the experimarshes of the Virginia coast experience an
ment
involving
SETs inside imextremely hi gh rate of local change (ca. 3
poundments
at
the
Indian River
mm/year). Some evidence also suggests that
Lagoon
(IRL)
where
the Merritt
lagoonal marshes are either fragmenting or
Island
National
Wildlife
Refuge
high marshes are reverting to low marshes,
managers
control
hydroperiods
.
i.e. sea level rise may exceed marsh accretion
Comparisons
between
IRL
and
VCR
rates.
will
allow
researchers
to
determine
Several investigators of the VCR L TER
Figure. 1. VCR Site Ma11ager Ra11dy Carlson
how elevations in mars hes respond
(Mark Brinson, Linda Blum, Bob Christian,
conducts kinetic CPS survey of 111arsh s!ufaces at the
to changes in the relationship
and Pat Wiberg) have been studying the
Plu111 lsla11d Estual )' LTER (Sp ri11g 1998).
marshes at Phillips Creek, an oceanside
7
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Rising seas and
changing marshes:
Predicting Effects on
Waterbirds

T

Finding a Common
Language:
Quantifying Physical"
Forcing on Biological
Systems Palmer LTER
Contributed by R.C.S111ith, K.S.Baker,
S.S.SWnlnleljollll, Pal111er LTER
hysical and biological systems traditionally are studied by different disciplines
with different sets of terminology. But a
recent article in BioScience by Palmer LTER
(PAL) participants (R.Smith, K.Baker and
S.Stanunetjohn, 48(2):83-93 , 1998) bridges
the gap between these disciplines . The article
proposes a scientific method for quantifying
physical forcing on biological systems.
'Exploring Sea Ice Indexes for Polar
Ecosystem Studies' develops the
concept of sea-ice indexes as the
common vocabulary for the quantitative description of sea ice .
Sea ice is a complex matrix of
physics and biology. How sea ice
forms determines its internal structure,
strength and thickness, as well as tbe
amount of incorporated biological
material , and ultimately , the amount of
ocean covered-hence its function as
both a biological platform for or
barrier to the marine ecosystem.
N
Because of this complexity of
physics and biology , a qualitative

P

description of sea ice can create more
confusion than insight. For example, a
description such as "a high sea ice year" may
refer to very different situations: i) a lot of
sea ice at one particular time during the
winter, or ii) lots of sea ice throughout the
winter. Designating any particular year as a
high sea-ice year is extremely vague, especially in the polar marine environment where
seasonal and interannual variability are
notoriously high , and such vagueness can
lead easily to inconsistencies in its interpretation. These incon sistencies not only inhibit
cross-comparisons but also limit the identification of the physical mechanisms forcing
the variability in the marine ecosystem. In
short, information such as the timing and
duration of maximum sea ice extent are not
conveyed in designating a year as having
high or low sea ice.

The BioScience article, describing the wax
and wane of sea ice over the 20 million km2
of Antarctic ocean , develops a set of systematic and quantitative indexes that describes
both the magnitude and timing of sea ice. A
variety of temporal scales are provided to
capture both the seasonal and interannual
variability of sea ice, and a variety of spatial
scales are examined to emphasize the need to
identify the appropriate spatial scale(s). For
example, the spatial scale(s) must be defined
based on both the geographical region of
physical influence and the seasonal changes
in distribution patterns within the ecosystem .
Thus, suitable sea ice indexes not only
provide a quantitative and consistent definition of the tinting and magnitude of sea ice
but also a common context to better resolve
ice-ecosystem dynamics.
Although this particular study focuses on
sea ice and the Antarctic marine
ecosystem , the approach is applicable
to any ecosystem study , as exemplified
by many other LTERs. The approach
requires communication between
physical and biological scientists in
order to determine the most appropriate
biological spatial and temporal scales
of physical forcing . One strength of
LTER ' s is that they are inherently
multidisciplinary, making crossdiscipline communication not only
necessary but accessible. The scientific
sea · ic'-e
community at large benefits from the
LTER example where a wealth of
20 Oct 1995
information is gained through crossSea Ice at Pal111er LTER discipline communication.

r.

t

only population trends by species , but also
the College of William and Mary, and the
how colony nesting site and feeding distribuVirginia Game and Inland Fisheries Department, have been collecting data since the mid tions will change with incremental changes in
1970s on breeding populations and colony site relative sea level. Model results can then be
tested in a number of other estuaries along the
use by more than 25 species of waterbirds
Atlantic and Gulf coasts to see how
along the Virginia barrier islands . The data
generalizable the pattern appears to be.
have been entered into a GIS and will be
analyzed to determine the degree to which
physical attributes at the local
and regional scales influence
colony site dynamics by each
species or gro up.
Combining the information
from these efforts should
e nabl e biologi sts to determine
the spatial and temporal ri sks
of marsh loss, the number of
waterbird species that benefit
or are adversely affected by
potential marsh changes, and
with spatial modeling, should
Figure 4. Collecting sedi111ent cores in a salt 111arsh
Figure 2. Installing Sedilllentation Erosion Table pipe in
allow
predictions to be made
illlpoundlllent at !11/errill /slc/1/d National Wildlife Refitge,
Spar/ina
patens at Naus et Marsh , Wellfleet, Cape Cod
FL. f111poundlllents provide th e opportuni(v to nwnipulate of how dynamic habitat
National Seashore !'viA . (Phoro by Charles Rotnml, USGS)
changes will influence not
hydroperiods (photo by Linda Blu111, U\IA).

contiiiiJed.fro/11 page 7
marshes, landscape analyses will be used to
determine how local marsh changes may
affect the viability of the regional population
(i.e. , the metapopulation).
In another effort, begun years earlier,
Erwin and colleagues from partner organizations, the USGS, The Nature Conservancy,
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we were able to set sampling dates by talking
with the site managers regarding ongoing
projects on site. We were able to stay at the
Harvard Forest facilities and all travel , room,
and board was paid for through reimbursement.
Graduate Students Conduct
For myself, this project has resulted in a
Cross-site Study:
presentation at ESA, Baltimore 1998, and I
am currently writing up my portion of the
Comparing Soil Factors
project for publication. This experience also
across Three Hardwood
helped give me a better understanding of the
various
types of research being conducted
Temperate Forests
across these sites and allowed me insight into
how the environmental factors and site
Contributed by Chris/ina Wright,
histories have led to the different focal points
Coweew LTER
involved in the research projects of today.
ryan Dail and I are graduate students at
For future intersite projects I think it is
the Umvers1ty of Georgw workmg at the
Coweeta LTER. Thjs study is an extension of important that cross-site comparisons span
more than one sampling date. While I believe
our work being conducted at Coweeta,
performing the same soil analyses that we had there is validity in conducting a cross-site
comparison which is more descriptive in
been conducting at Coweeta (microbial
nature (such as our work on this project), a
biomass carbon , nematode trophic groups,
longer-term cross-site project would allow the
percent organic matter, soil C and N, soil
phosphorus fractionation and soil sulfur etc.) researcher to ask definitive ecological
questions about the biotic or abiotic ecosysacross a transect including Hubbard Brook,
Harvard Forest, and Coweeta. We beheved it tem level factors that lead to the results they
discover.
would be interesting to compare these soil
Such studies would foster publishing in this
factors across three northern, temperate
hardwood forest sites and see what differences area of research and would develop and
strengthen interaction between students and
there were and what might be the factors
Pis across the L TER sites.
behind these differences.
We contacted the site managers at Hubbard
Brook and Harvard Forest to discuss our
proposal, the analyses we would perform,
where we wanted
Christina
to sample, and the
Wrighl (leji)
amount of soil we
and Blyan
Dail conwould need to
ducted a
collect to pedorm
cmss-sile soil
these analyses . In
sllldy m lhree
this way we
/empemte
obtained permisdeciduous
sion to sample
forest LTER
these sites.
silesAlong with
Cmvee/a
permission to
(Norlh
sample we also
Cam/ina),
Harvard
determined a
Forest
budget to cover
(Massacln tssets)
travel, food and
and Hubbard
housing for the
Brook (New
sampling trip, plus
Hampshire).
estimated costs for
perfornling the
various analyses
indicated in our
proposal.
Ultimately we
were funded by
Harvard Forest as
offered by David
Foster. Once we
received funding
9
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Regional I Multidisciplinary
Land-use Study at Coweeta
LTER
continuedfiwn p11ge 6

watersheds historic land use is a more useful
indicator than present land use in predicting
species diversity, and the magnitude and
length of human agricultural disturbance in a
watershed limit the recovery of stream
biodiversity for many decades. Forested and
agricultural streams clearly differed in
assemblage composition , with the exception
of two streams. Both these forested streams
drain watersheds that were nearly half
agricultural in 1950 and over 90 percent
forested in 1990. Invertebrate and fish
assemblages and substrate of these two
atypical " forested " streams most closely
resemble those observed in agricultural
catchments. Reforestation has not resulted in
recovery of stream fauna , possibly clue to the
observed persistence of finer sediments
associated with previous farming.

Effects of Land-use Change on Terrestrial Ecosystems
Our work in terrestrial ecosystems focuses
on the interactions among environmental
gradients, disturbance, and land-use patterns,
and how these interactions influence the
diversity and population dynamics of terrestrial species and ecosystem C cycling.
Understanding effects of land use on terrestrial animal and plant populations is highly
relevant in the southern Appalachians, as the
region supports some of the highest biological
diversity in North America and is undergoing
significant changes in land-use patterns.
Similarly, our focus on ecosystem C balance
in a diverse and changing landscape will
elucidate the significance of forests for C
storage, and whether historical, present, and
future land-use patterns (driven by socioeconomic and environmental factors) will
increase or clee1·ease C storage in the region.
Land-use change often results in habitat
loss and fragmentation, with numerous
habitat patches that are isolated and reduced
in size. In addition, even after human land-use
ceases (e.g., cropland is abandoned) and
succession again increases habitat connectivity, the effects of past land use on vegetation
and soils may persist for decades. We have
completed several studies on how land use
and habitat fragmentation affects herbaceous
species diversity and abundance in cove
forests (mjcl-elevation mesic). We are currently extending these analyses to
macroarthropocls and herpetofauna.
For more inf'omwlion, please see the Coweeta web
page: hltp://cmvee/a.ecology.ttga.edtt!

LTER Holds First
Education Workshop
Co11tributed by Patricia Sprott a11d Dia11e £bertMay, LTER Edumtio11 Co111111ittee

point. In this exercise, teams strode into the
"field ," or surrounding desert, and formulated
science questions and methods for research
geared toward school children and based on
the National Science Education Standards.
One activity designed for fourth graders
was based on the goal of helping students
learn about photosynthesis. For example, of
two cacti of the same species ( Opuntia
versicolor Engelm. Staghorn cholla) , one was
purple while the other was green. Still others
displayed both colors. The inquiry was
simply, "Why?" Through his experience as a
biological technician for the US Forest
Service at the Coweeta L TER site, Bob
McCollum was able to suggest simple tools
such as a compass, other m
dev

workshop," said Art McKee, H.J. Andrews
L TER. The exercise revealed that all groups
had similar concerns regarding time and
funding constraints. Most thought that " too
much would be expected of them , and that
they might be distracted or diverted from their
basic missions," of research or teaching,
McKee said.
Despite the concerns , all groups were
convinced that the project is worthwhile. "I
liked the consensus that emerged," McKee
said. The list of benefits included: creating a
focus for intra-site synthesis activities,
creating an opportunity to discover new
frontiers for research , and creating alternative
career paths for graduate students and
postdoctoral teaching fellows who, through
supplemental funding , could become education liaisons at sites.
"It was refreshing to see that other sites
have many of the same challenges and
limitations," said Brian Kloeppel of Coweeta
L TER, "and are looking to increased funding
via the LTER Initiative to solve some of these
problems."
Karen Baker of the Palmer LTER team
believes the partnerships between scientists,
information managers, and educators within
an LTER framework holds much potential.
"So many new ideas emerge when people
from different backgrounds get together,"
Baker said. Making the LTER websites and
data more accessible for use in classrooms
was one teacher request. "Information manag-

gainst the backdrop of the Sonoran
desert, the first LTER Education
Workshop took place 22-24 October 1998 at
Biosphere 2 in Oracle, Arizona. Two divisions of NSF funded the workshop: Environmental Biology and Education and Human
Resources. The purpose of the workshop was
to formally define and develop strategies for
advancing the educational agenda of the
LTER sites.
Teams from 13 L TER
sites participated. Each
site team included an
L TER research scientist, a
science educator or
education specialist, and a
teacher from a nearby
elementary or secondary
school .
Over the course of two
days, participants engaged
in discussions about
current L TER educational
endeavors as well as K -12
science education proMo11ica Elser (Ce11tral Arizo11a-Phoellix LTER) a11d Valerie Wright
grams as they are directed
( Ko11 za Prairie LTER) lead a discussio11 at the LTER Educatio11
Workshop, held 22-24 O ctober 1998 at the Biosphere 11 ill Oracle,
toward reform by the
Arizo11a. Photo by Brenda Shears
NRC's National Science
Education Standards
and a sunshade that students
(1998) and the AAAS's Benchmarks for
could use to explore this
Science Literacy (1993). Ideally, L TER
question . Procedures ineducational programs will articulate with
these goals for pre-college and undergraduate c! uded a short transect and a
time line for conducting a
science education reform. One model for
simple experiment.
collaboration that enhances communication
Although these methods
among all groups is through teacher/scientist/
may seem basic to an L TER
student partnerships.
researcher, few science
The Workshop format modeled various
teachers and even fewer
instructional strategies that engage students
students are ever exposed to
in active learning. Diane Ebert-May, scientist, science-education expert and chair of the inquiry-based science and
LTER Education Committee, explained to the fieldwork.
The viewfrolll the conf'erence facility at the Bioshpere 11. Photo by
"LTER sites and other
participants that the goal of science education
Brian Kloeppel
field stations are prime
reform is to provide opportunities for all
ers work with information synthesis and data
locations for increasing learning by K-12
students to better learn science through
students and their teachers," Ebert-May said. delivery," Baker says, "so the application of
inquiry.
such concepts to the realm of education can be
One of the challenging questions of the
"Field sites are ideal settings to exemplify
viewed as a natural extension of the existing
inquiry and help make the link between field workshop was "How can L TER benefit from
involvement in educational programs, kinderuser base."
experiences and classroom learning," EbertDescriptions of current educational activigarten tlu·ough postgraduate education?" To
May said. The idea is to create a science
explore this issue each group (Pis, teachers and ties, preliminary action plans for the future ,
experience for students so they can place
and a report with reconunenclations to LTER
science educators) listed the pros and cons of
themselves in the picture. "It's much more
and
the National Science Foundation can all
than a field trip to an LTER site," Ebert-May an LTER education partnership. Later, groups
be
found
on the Website- http://www .
presented
their
lists
to
the
Workshop.
said.
"This
was
the
most
interesting
part
of
the
I
ternet
.edu/oppts/education
A field-inquiry exercise demonstrated this

A
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Working
Annual LTER
Information Managers
Meeting:
Status and Trends

Representa tivesji·onl 20
sites plus
guests
gathered in
Baltimore in
August 1998
for the
Infomwtion
Manag ers
meetin g

Contributed by John Porter, ft({onnation Manager,
Virginia Coast Reserve LTER

T

he annual LTER Information Managers
Meeting was held July 30-August 1 1998,
hosted by the new , urban Baltimore LTER
Site. Twenty of the 21 sites were represented
with Cedar Creek not represented. Additional
guests included Rick Clutter, National
Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS) ,
Baruch Institute ; Cheryl Solomon, NASA
Global Change Master Directory (GCMD)
project; Dick Olson, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, DAAC project; and Miguel
Acevedo , IM Committee for the Latin
America Network.
Status reports were presented on the L TER
Network Information System (NIS), including
an NIS overview, the Data Table of Contents
project (DTOC), the Climate Database project
(ClimDB) , and the Site Description Database
project (SiteDB). During 1997-1998 development of the Network Information System
(NIS) focused on moving the data table-ofcontents data catalog to the Network Office,
porting the CLIMDB climate database to new
database software preparatory to installation
on LTERNET and refining the content list for
the prototype site description database
(SiteD B).
The L TER Coordinating Committee was
solicited for input on SiteDB contents at the
fall 1998 meeting. The Network Office
presented a detailed report on network
activities, databases, personnel, International
L TER (IL TER), KDI proposals, remote .
sensing activi ties, and the Global Terrestrial
Observing System (GTOS).
Other reports included knowledge management (or mechanisms on how we might
organize ourselves to preserve our collective
wisdom) , the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) , web publishing issues , and ESA
publishing of peer-reviewed data papers.
Special visitor reports included the Oak Ridge
DAAC and the Latin American ILTER
program. Slides from many of these presentations are available on the web at : http://

www .lternet.edu/-jporter/im98/.
Working groups focused attention on I)
future development of the NIS , 2) writing an
explicit statement on the ethical use of online
data (following up on di scussions recent CC
meetings) , and 3) reviewing LTER Information Management (IM) outreach, Minimum
Standard Installation (MSI) , LTER 2000
meeting activities, and the Y2K problem.
A final working session discussed the IM
Committee' s collaboration with the Northwest Alliance of Computational Science and
Engineering (NACSE) , and the writing of
four pilot proposals to NACSE. These
included "Graphical display of data on
WWW" (C. Wasser, SGS), "Integrated Data
Visualization" (N. Gardiner, CWT) , "Generic
In August 1998, th e
LTER NeflVork Office
publish ed a volume:

D11ta and lnfDrmaliDn M11nag m11nl

Data and Information
Management in the
Ecological Sciences:
A Resource Guide,
edited by W. Michener
(jonnerly of NJN LTER),
J. Porter (VCR) and
S. Stafford (AND).
This volume gre1v out of a
workshop at th e 1997 1
Ecological Society of
America meeting and was
CO-SpOIISOred With th e :
1
Organization of Biological "
Field Stations and ESA
Long-Tem1 Studies.
Th e resource guide is 1
available in printed fo rm
from the Network Office or
on th e WWW at:
http://W\V\ V.Item et.edu/ : ', 1
research/pubslinfonnal/ 1 '
index.html.

11

tools for WWW/Database Interaction" (R.
Stubbs, NTL) , and "Development of Tools
and Procedures for Replicating Content from
LTER Site Databases" (P. McCartney, CAP)
A closed L TER Data Manager session was
conducted to review visitor participation at
the annual LTER IM meeting and to conduct
DataTask elections. The IM Committee also
unanimously adopted the creation of a
chairperson position to bring the LTER IM
Committee structure in line with the structure
of other L TER committees. Susan Stafford
was unanimously elected as chair. This
change was ratified by the Coordinating
Committee during its Fall 1998 meeting.
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News of the International Long Ter111
Ecologica l Research Network

Information Management:
A Strong Begi nning in
the Latin American
LTER
Contributed by Miguel F. Acevedo, University of
North Texas, Denton and the Universidad de Los
Andes, Merida, Venezuela Me111ber, IM Co111111ittee
for the Latin A111erica Network

S

even countries currently are active in the
Latin America LTER Network: Argentina, Brasil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico ,
Venezuela, Uruguay, with several others
expressing' interest in participating.
The Network is organized at three levels:
site, national, and regional , with Latin
America representing one region in the
ILTER Network. The increased size and
complexity of the Network represents a
challenge for coordination and information
management.
The origins of the Latin America L TER
network can be traced to three workshops
conducted during 1996-1997 in Puerto Rico,
Panama and Brasil (Waide et al. 1998).
In December 1997, the US LTER organized a workshop on Data Management for the
Latin America LTER Network at the
Sevilleta L TER field station. This meeting
exposed the Latin American participants to
the Information Management activities in the
US LTER and created the basis for a Latin
America Information Management Working
Group.
The fourth Latin American LTER Workshop convened in Ciudad Guayana, Venezuela, May 30 - June 6, 1998. This meeting
was divided into two groups following the
US LTER model : Scientific Coordinators and
Information Managers.
Three major IM themes discussed in the
4th workshop include standards , metadata,
and surveys. Metadata was seen as a first step
~or exchange. A working group discussed and
analyzed several standards (e .g. Costa Rica)
and recommended the following minimum
requirements : Identification code, title,
keywords, authors context, funding , summary
of the sampling area description spatial,
temporal and taxonomic coverage methods ,
equipment, variables language, format
relationships to other data availability ,
contact, log .
A survey was designed at Sevilleta for

assessment of the capabilities, status , infrastructure needed and to create a directory .
The survey was posted online prior to the
fourth workshop, and during the workshop an
effort was made to analyze and interpret the
results , in order to disseminate these and
provide feedback to the field stations.
By the time the workshop convened, survey
reponses were available from the following
number of sites by country : Mexico (1), Costa
Rica (2) and Venezuela (9).
The survey provided information about
computer availability and power, connectivity, data management, databases , data policies, and current research projects. These
results indicate that the sites have mostly
personal computer platforms, a few have
dedicated lines for Internet connectivity and
metadata, and some have e-mail capabilities.
The major discussions centered on developing 1M capabilities including human resources and computational resources.
Other results from the fourth workshop
include: establishment of an 1M coordinating
group, e-mail group and directory , and
decision to organize the next meeting (1999)
in Colombia.
For 111ore infonnation about the 4th Workshop,
please see: http://www.oikos.unam.mx./lalter or
http://www.ots.ac .cr/lalter The following URL is
te111pomrily serving as th e web site fo r the Latin
A111erican LTER http://ches:ing.ula. ve/LA-ECORED fro/11 this page you can subscribe to e-111ail
lists, check for an!wunce1nents and the ongoing
pilot project on cli111ate variability.

Central European
LTER Network:
Development
Continues
Contribllled by Christine French
Intemational Progm111s- LTER Ne/1\lork Office

I

n mid-September, 35 scientists from six
Central European countries and the US
came together near Warsaw, Poland to discuss
the establishment of a Central European
regional IL TER network and ideas for collaborative research within the region and with
US partners. This inaugural regional meeting
was hosted by the International Center of
Ecology of the Polish Academy of Sciences
(PAS), and funded by PAS and the US National Science Foundation .
While Poland, the Czech Republic and
Hungary have been active in ILTER for some
time, this was an introductory meeting for
representatives from Romania, Slovakia and
the Ukraine. One of the advantages of formalizing a regional structure within the ILTER
network is that the experienced members can
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advise and assist their neighbors in evaluating their research priorities, assets and needs ,
and in planning a national L TER network
appropriate to those factors. This approach is
already being followed in East Asia and
Latin America.
National representatives described network
development and structure in Hungary and
the Czech Republic, and scientists from
Poland , the Ukraine, and Romania described
long-term research in their countries.
US LTER scientists from Coweeta, North
Temperate Lakes , Cedar Creek, Andrews and
SeviJleta gave short talks about specific
research projects at their sites and their
interests in collaboration with Central
European partners. The US group included
two graduate students (Kristin Vanderbilt of
OSU and Andrews and Carolyn Wilczynski
of Binghampton University) ; Kristin described the value of international L TER
experience for graduate students and her
recent involvement in the student exchange
visits between the US and East Asian LTER
networks. Chris Wasser of the SGS site gave
an overview of information management at
the site and network level.
The US participants were selected because
of their interest in research in Central
Europe, and the workshop provided a good
opportunity to advance plans for several USPolish research collaborations on topics such
as N patterns in watersheds and trophic state
relationships in lakes . There were discussions
with Polish partners after the meeting as well
as visits to some of the sites within the Polish
L TER network.
The second half of the meeting focused on
the development of regional interactions in
Central Europe. Participants discussed urgent
environmental issues facing the region and
explored existing programs and resources as
well as mechanisms to implement regional
collaboration. Several promising research
topics were identified including "the effects
of air pollution and other factors on the
condition of forests in the Carpathian Mountains" and "processes linking an aquatic
ecosystem with its watershed."
The Central European participants agreed
to establish a regional coordinating committee, create web sites to describe their national
and regional research sites and programs , and
collect information on existing data sets,
reference collections and publications from
their sites. They also agreed to pursue further
di scussion of core areas and methodological
standards for the regional network . Edit
Kovacs-Lang, chair of the Hungarian LTER
Network, and Kate Lajtha of OSU volunteered to organize the next regional meeting
and planning workshop , which will be held in
Budapest, Hungary in June of 1999.

Science Exchange:
US Students Vi sit
Asian LTER Sites
Conlri!Ju/ed by parlicipaling studenls and
Chrisline Fren ch, lnlemalional Progm111s, LTER
NefliJork Office

I

n June 1998, fourteen scientists and
students from US L TER sites had the
extraordinary opportunity to visit five L TER
sites and related ecological research facilities
in Taiwan and China . Their trip reciprocated
a visit in 1997 when 16 students and junior
scientists from Taiwan, Japan and Mongolia
visited the North Temperate Lakes , Sevilleta,
and Andrews Forest sites in the US (see
LTER Network News (11)1 p.20) . Both trips
received generous funding from the Inti.
Division of NSF as well as the host countries.
While the Network Office coordinated
these trips , scientists at any L TER site are
encouraged to organize visits with one or
more partners in any part of the world.
The International L TER Network is
growing rapidly. Sixteen countries currently
offer well-equipped field stations for longterm comparative research on virtually every
environment being studied in the US Network. ILTER scientists are eager to collaborate with US partners at any level , from
exchanges of data or students to initiating
long term joint comparative studies . Many of
the networks now have their own web sites,
and general information about 15 of the
networks is available in The lntemational
Long Term Ecological Network published by
the Network Office in July 1998. Both
information sources can be accessed through
the ILTER web site at http://
www. iI ternet.edu.
The following description of the
trip to Asia is compiled from
reports by Tim Bergsma (l<BS) ,
Matt Luck (CAP) , Christine May
(AND) , Paul O'Connor (LUQ) ,
Tom O ' Keefe (NTL) and Alex
Sloan (LUQ) . For more information
about their trip or future possibilities, contact Christine French
(cfrench@ lternet.edu) at the
Network Office.

Horng introduced the LTER projects
ongoing at the Fushan site. Mr.
Hsaingshiang-hua Wang provided us
with a tour of the botanical gardenactually a city park with exotic and
native species. He informed us that
they (TFRI) encourage local use of the
botanical garden by providing a citypark atmosphere.
Taiwan has a subtropical and
tropical climate with an average
annual precipitation ranging from
2124 mm to 3575 mm and mean
monthly temperature ranging from 12
to 20 C. Storms are dominated by the
north-east Monsoon in the winter, and
south-west Monsoon and tropical
cyclone storms in the summer, with
Th e Hengclutn peninmla has dive rseflom and fauna as
well as a high 1111/IIUer of ende111ic and rare species.
recorded rainfall intensities as high as
156mm/hr.
are also a focus. There are students from
Incredibly steep mountains dominate the
several universities around the island conisland , which produced a common saying: " in ducting fieldwork at Fushan .
Taiwan there are only two slopes, flat and
On our first night, after hearing presentavertical. " The island is truly a place of beauty tions from both U.S and Taiwan students, we
and an almost unimaginable diversity .
went for a night hike into the forest in search
Fushan , the first of two long-term research
of flying squirrels (Petaurista philippensis).
sites we visited in the Taiwan Ecological
A student had radio collared the squirrels and
Research Network (TERN) , encompasses
he was observing the foraging behavior and
1100 ha of subtropical mixed evergreen
diet of the squirrels.
hardwood rainforest at approximately 400The next clay, while watching a family
1400 m elevation, within the Happen Natural
group of Formosan macaques (Macaca
Preserve located in I-Lan county in northeast- cyclopis) in a nearby tree, we learned of
ern Taiwan. Three sub-watersheds have been
current work into relationships between
delineated within the larger Harpenchi
macaques and seed germination and disperwatershed for intensive research.
sal. Other students at Fushan are investigatThere is tremendous breadth to the research ing relationships between stream fish distriprogram here. We visited the canopy towers
bution and habitat variation, bird community
and stream weirs instrumental to hydrologic
composition and behavior as part of global
and meteorologic models for the forest. In
climate change monitoring, and feeding I
step with the remarkable species diversity at
breeding habits of reel-giant flying squirrels .
the site, community and population studies
Our next site visit was to Taroko National
Park and the National Dong-hwa
University . The park is magnificent and
rivals the beauty of our Yosemite
Valley. It was particularly insightful to
explore the social perspective and
cultural adaptations to disturbance
processes in this dynamic landscape.
Then we were off to the Nanjenshan
L TER site on the Hengchun peninsula
on the southern tip of the island.
Despite considerable human impact, it
is a fine example of tropical forest. On
the hike to the forest site we passed the
remains of once-prosperous betel-nut
plantations. Intensive research is
focused on this transition zone from
tropi_cal to subtropical forest, and its
response to the strong northeast
monsoon winds. Permanent plots show
differences in tree stature, forest

Taiwan

O

ur visit began with a welcome
announcement by Dr. Yang,
chairman of Taiwan Forestry
Research Institute (TFRI) , and Dr.
King, national coordinator for
Taiwan Ecological Research
Network (TERN). Dr. Fu-Wen

please tum to the ne.rt page
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life in Taiwan beyond only exchanging ideas with faculty and research
professionals.
As an example of several long-term
benefits of the trip, Dr. 1-Fang Sun and
Ph.D. student Tom Hayes established a
US LTER stttdmts and researchers visit
strong
professional tie to collaborate
Asia- continued ji-om previous page
on future projects in Taiwan and an
community composition, and litter fall rates
existing study at Wind River, Washbetween the leeward and windward slopes.
ington. Tom plans to return to Taiwan
The monsoon winds do not cause massive
for a month next year to help set up
and direct destructive damage to the forest;
field and lab experiments and collect
however, they cause chronic stress on the
samples, and Dr. Sun will send an
At the Shapotott Desert Experimental and Research Staforest and have numerous effects on ecosystion, the edg'! of a sandy expanse was lined with a grid of
assistant to train and exchange ideas
tem structure and function.
small nvigs that covered an extensive area. This grid served
with Tom next sunm1er.
Nanjen Lake basin is important for migrato stabilize the sand and help retain organic matter (which
Tom has already shipped to Taiwan
tory birds and resident amphibians. Limited
would, intttm, aid in the retention a_{ water as well). There
examples of his Wind River field
hydrologic data is available at the site, as
1vere definite areas where this had led to a setrsustaining
equipment, such as ion-exchange-resin
association o.lplants.
stream gages are not permitted within the
soil incubators and designs of related
park, and the site is interested in building a
soil-coring devices that he fabricated. They
dynamics; acquisition and quality control of
rainfall-runoff model for the basin . This will
will examine edge effects, decomposition
environmental data; remote sensing; and data
be,,an exciting and innovative project that
processes and nitrogen mineralization along a networking. We were impressed with the very
many of the hydrologists at other LTER sites
strong monsoon wind-stress gradient within
powerful and modern computing facilities.
could provide insight on and gain valuable
the Kenting National Park TERN site, and
From Beijing, we traveled for 24 hours by
knowledge from, and this is an excellent
also study chronic wind stress and understory train across the Inner Mongolian grasslands
opportunity for cooperative research and
light gradients. Such a direct temperateto the Shapotou Desert Experimental and
inter-site comparisons of hydrologic retropical comparison of biogeochemical
Research Station . This CERN field station is
sponse.
processes using the same technology will be
located at the edge of the Tenger Desert,
Throughout our stay in Taiwan we were
most beneficial to all concerned. Tom also
along the banks of the Yellow River
made to feel welcome. All field trips and
expects to return to Taiwan after finishing his (Huangho).
site presentations were well organized. We
dissertation to continue this collaboration as
The surrounding landscape is composed of
were able to interact with students frepart of his postdoc research comparing
arid lands and sand dunes. As a center for the
quently, which expanded our perspective of
biogeochemical responses to environmen- study of desertification, studies at the station
tal gradients in temperate versus tropical
include sand movement patterns, sand clune
forests .
vegetation, and sand fixing and revegetation.
Alex Sloan also found several attracAgricultural experiments were also contive possibilities for future postdoctoral
ducted; grapes and rice were among the crops
research comparative disturbance effects
grown.
at the Nanjenshan TERN site and Luquillo
Another clay of travel brought us to
LTER site. Aside from their island settings Yangling Institute of Soil and Water Conserat similar latitudes in the tropics, he points vation, which was approved in 1997 as a
out that both sites experience frequent
"demonstration zone for advanced agricultropical storms with occasio.nal severe
tural technologies." A comprehensive plan
cyclones or hurricanes. Furthermore, the
integrates 22 sq . km of urban areas , parks,
Nanjenshan and El Verde LTER sites have research facilities, education centers , and
been disturbed by agriculture. The
experimental fields.
Nanjenshan site has abandoned betel-nut
The challenge of feeding China ' s growing
plantations where as the El Verde site has population (projected to peak at 1.6 billion in
had shade coffee plantations.
the next century) is a central concern. However, much effort is directed toward improvChina
ing the standard of living in rural areas rather
than simply increasing regional crop yields.
irst we visited the CERN Synthesis
Changwu Agricultural Research Station
Center where we were given a series of
I/
was
our destination from Yangling. It was a
excellent
presentations
about
the
net,..
dusty 5-hour ride through an incredible
work's 29 field stations, 16 of which are
landscape; millions of years worth of accudevoted to agriculture. Several CERN
mulated loess (windblown soil material)
projects emphasize preservation and
dissected
by ravines and gullies and molded
restoration
of
natural
environments,
The dynamic landscape of'Taroko National Park in Taiby
thousands
of years of human settlement.
especially
forests;
productivity
and
wan cycles benveen high uplift rates, high intemity storms,
Erosion
control
is the primary challenge in
sustainability
of
agriculture;
climate
steep and erosive mountains, and incised marble gorges,
this clrylancl region, where annual rainfall is
all showing sigm of a system in constant flux.
change and land use change;
about 580 mm.
continued next page
biogeochemical cycling and ecosystem
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On the following clay, we inspected some
near Shanghai in the Changjiang Delta region ,
cleverly designed soil erosion experiments,
is a large shallow body of water with a
lysimeters , rain-out shelters , variety trials , and surface area of 2428 km2 . Despite the long
meteorological instrumentation .
history of human habitation , cultural
One of our hosts , Dang Ting Hui , had been eutrophication has only recently been recoga visiting scholar at Kellogg Biological
nized as a serious problem with the growing
Station L TER in 1996. He gave an overview
dominance of Microcystis blooms . Both
of a 14-year agricultural experiment involving industry and agriculture have increased
three replications each of 36 treatments ,
rapidly over the past decade and the region's
including multiple levels of P and N additions special economic status will likely mean that
in a full factorial design.
growth will continue for some time.
We rode to the crest of the tableland to
Much of the current research at the lake is
study the canyon terracing. This breathtaking focused on eutrophication and the effects of
landscape is still
the increased industrialibeing transformed to
zation and agriculture in
Announcing
implement promisthe watershed. The
The 1999 US-Asia
ing agronomic
implications for freshwapractices such as
ter supplies and the lake
Student Exchange
planting of apple
fishery
are of particular
Details will be available by
orchards on the
concern. Important
early January 1999
slopes, which were
fisheries exist for ice-fish
former! y grazed by
(Protosalanx
Check the Opportun ities
sheep or goats. A
hyalocranius) and
section of the
single farmer can
freshwater shrimp.
LTER web site
manage about 0.2
Dr. Pu, one of the senior
ha, and can turn a
researchers at the station,
http://www.lternet.edu
profit of about
has used different bioenI 0 ,000 yuan per
gineering techniques
year, selling apples at one yuan each. As 80
including a mosaic community of
yuan buys one thousand bricks, many local
macrophytes (MCM) and biomembranes to
families find themselves suddenly able to
purify water for use at the field station.
build substantially improved dwellings.
Removal efficiency for algal biomass,
We visited a nearby village and were
ammonia, and total nitrogen are high , resultinvited into several of the homes . We were all ing in water that is of higher quality than that
impressed with the greeting we received at
of tapwater from the local water plant.
Taihu Station, our final stop. Scientists and
The field station itself has some excellent
students there had organized a formal two-clay resources for fieldwork oriented toward both
"Sino-USA Young Scientists Workshop on
biological limnology and water chemistry.
Eco-Environmental Sciences." Students from The station also has impressive housing and
nearby universities joined us for professional dining facilities. The staff cooked up a storm
and social interaction.
in the kitchen everyday, producing an incredOnly a few thousand years old, Lake Taihu , ible spread representing the cuisine of southeast China.
In China, as in
Taiwan, we were
treated as honored
guests. The meals,
landscapes, and
research sites
remain vivid in the
memories of the
participants. We
all made new
friends and peers,
learned much from
our hosts and the
site explorations,
and look forward
to future collaboration.
LTER students and researchers climb a lOOm-high sand dune overlooking the Yel/01v River near Shapotou, China.
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LTER Participates 1n
North American
Science Symposium
Contri!Jllted by James Brunt,
LTER Network O.!Jice

"Toward a unified framework for inventorying and monitoring forest ecosystem
resources" was the theme of the North
American Science Symposium, which took
place November 1-6 in Guadalajara , Mexico.
The goal for the symposium was to build
on the best science and technology available,
assuring that data and information produced
in future inventory and monitoring programs
are comparable, quality assured , available,
and adequate for their intended purposes. The
data and information should be able to
provide a reliable framework for characterization , assessment, and management of forest
ecosystems in North America.
The symposium provided an excellent
opportunity for interactions among US L TER,
Canadian , and Mexican scientists.
US LTER speakers presented in two of the
symposium sessions, "Long Term Ecological
Research Monitoring" and "Information
Management Systems." The former session
addressed issues and alternatives to integrate
sites and monitoring programs into a comprehensive, integrated approach for forest
ecosystems. In the latter, speakers aclclressecl
issues regarding information systems for
supporting the needs of integrated/comprehensive inventory and monitoring as well as
research. A report can be viewed at: http://
www .I ternet.ecl u/clocumen ts/Reports/ILTER/
north_american_symposium-1998.htm
Participants from the the US LTER
Network, the Canadian Environmental
Monitoring and Assessment Network and the
proposed Mexican LTER Network agreed to
form the North American Regional L TER
Netwol'lc Eventually other North American
sites/networks will join. This regional
network will join with regional networks in
Asia Pacific, Latin America and Central
Europe and other countries in the International LTER Network (ILTER) to increase
international collaboration.
The North American Regional Network
will meet initially in late 1999 (TBA) and
again in association with the LTER AllScientist and Ecological Society of America
meetings at Snowbird, Utah in 2000. These
meetings will focus on developing scientific
questions and research necessary to develop
regional-scale analyses, scientific exchanges/
interactions and training/education .
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Announcing Warra:
The First Au stralian
LTER Site
Contributed by
Mick BrolVn, Forest/)' Tasmania

0

Warra Long Term
Ecological Research Site
Tasmania, Australia
Location: 146 ' 40" East,
43 ' 04" South
Near the junction of the
Huo n and W e ld Rivers
in southern Tasmania,
Aus tralia.
E levation: 37- 1 260m.
Area: 15 900 ha.

NEW
ZEALAND

A

fter a long gestation period, the Warra
LTER site is now fully operational in
Tasmania. The site is 15900 ha and predominantly temperate Eucalyptus forest and
rainforest.
We have been greatly assisted in the
establishment of our site by the on-ground
visits of Fred Swanson and David Post from
the HJ Andrews LTER Site. Fred also was
key-note speaker at a seminar in Hobart and
was an excellent catalyst to enthuse the local
scientific community about the benefits of
LTER.
Since the early 1990s there have been a
number of stop-start attempts to get the
LTER concept established in Australia. There
are several places around Australia that have
the attributes of LTER sites in various
biomes (e.g. temperate and tropical broadleaf
forests, the Great Barrier Reef, arid and senli
arid lands and at least one urban ecology site)
but until now none has been so designated.
We hope that the Warra site will be a precursor to a truly national system and will link to
the ILTER. Negotiations are currently taking
place to establish a formal national system
through the National Forest Inventory and
thence to establish formal links with lLTER.
The WmTa Long Term Ecological Research
Site, Tasmania, Australia is a temperate
broad leaf forest (mainly Eucalyptus obliqua
wet forest) with some areas of moorland,
alpine, temperate rainforest, riparian forests ,
conifer forest and scrubs.
The Warra LTER site has been established
to facilitate the understanding of ecological
processes of Tasmania's wet (Eucalyptus
obliqua) forests. These forests are part of the
southern cool temperate wet forest biome.
The programs foster multi-disciplinary
research within a long-term framework. The
site contains both working forests and
conservation reserves. Appropriate management prescriptions and practices prevail in
different parts of the site.
The main goals include:

200 400 GOO BOO 1000 km
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Contact: Coord inator: Dr. M ick Bro w n,
Ass istant C hief, Division of Forest Research
and Development, Fo restry Tasmania, 79
Melville St Hobart Tasmania 7000.
ph +6 1-(0)3 6233 8202
fax +61 (0)3 6233 8292
e-mail : mick.b@ forestry. tas.gov .au

www. warra.com
Understanding fundamental ecological
processes in E. obliqua wet forests ; assessing
and monitoring biodiversity and geodiversity;
determining the long-term effects of different
forest management regimes on natural
diversity and ecological processes and thus
assess their sustainability; developing alternative management regimes (where necessary);
providing an integrated multi-disciplinary
focus which complements research programs
elsewhere in Tasmania, and; linking Tasmanian forest research with national and international programs having a long term ecological
focus.
The site is partly within the Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage Area, which is
managed for conservation, and partly within
State forest, which is managed for multiple
purposes including wood production. There
has been a history of data collection for
forestry purposes since the late 1960s. Parts
of the area were first harvested in the early
1970s. The complete logging history, recent
fire histories and vegetation survey data are
available.
Data sets include: l.GIS layers have been
collected at 1:25000 scale and include:Forest
type maps (vegetation structure) derived from
aerial photography ; geology , vegetation, fire
history, modelled climate surfaces
(ESOCLIM) , satellite images, aerial
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videography, environmental stratifications.
2. Hydrology and climate. There are weirs
constructed (or modified) and instrumented
on Warra Creek, Swanson Creek and King
Creek. Sampling commenced in 1998. There
is an operational weather station on Manuka
road and 17 fortnightly river sampling sites
on Manuka, Warra and South Weld roads. A
second weather station is to be established at
the top of the catchment. 3. Forest productivity . Continuous forest inventory plots (CFI)
have been established in the area since the
late 1960s - early 1970s. These are measured
at establishment, at 5 years , I 0 years and then
10 yearly. 4. Biodiversity. Species lists (and
locations) are available for vascular plants,
vertebrate fauna and some non-vascular
plants and invertebrate groups.
A stratified system of baseline long term
vegetation monitoring plots is being established at Warra, to complement the CFI plots.
Some current research projects include:
1. Aquatic-1.1 Hydrology : Water quality and
flow through the three weirs pre- and postharvesting of the King Creek catchment.
Aquatic invertebrate indicators of river
health.
2. Biodiversity-2.1 Baseline biodiversity
monitoring plots 2.2 Effects of alternative
silvicultural systems on biodiversity. Compares the relative impacts on biodiversity of
partial logging with low intensity burning and

clearfelling with high intensity burning with
and without the retention of understorey
islands. Studies include mammals, birds ,
selected invertebrate groups , vascular plants
and selected non-vascular plants. Effects of
newly created edges on microclimates and
epiphytes.
Earthworms as soil biodiversity indicators.
3. Silviculture- 3.1 Native forest
silvicultural systems-wet eucalypts: a
replicated trial comparing clearfell, burn and
sow treatment with a limited set of feasible
alternatives. Aspects of the study include
quality and quantity of eucalypt and special
timbers regeneration , productivity, cost,
worker safety, biodiversity retention and soil
sustainability. Long term response to thinning
in E. obliqua forest.
4. Soils-4. 1. Procedures for the measurement of changes in soil physical properties
and soil organic matter following logging of
wet E.obliqua forest , and the subsequent
effect on site productivity.
Modelling and remote sensing:Landscape
dynamic modelling of the ecology/stand
dynamics/fire history of E. obliqua forests.
Aerial videography. Use of satellite imagery
for productivity estimation.
Facilities: The Warra LTER Site is 1 1/2
hours drive from Hobart, and has several
major roads within its boundaries which
provide access to the eastern half. The
western half of the area is effectively wilderness with access only by foot, or by river.
Several permanent tracks have been established for long term monitoring within the
area, both within the working forest and in the
wilderness forest areas. Accessible control
areas occur in the vicinity.
Currently there are no on-site accommodations or laboratory facilities or field stations
in the area but there is shelter, toilet and
barbecue facilities located on the Huon River
at the entry to Warra. The Huon District
Forestry Office is in Geeveston, 40 minutes
from the site.Laboratory space at Hobart may
be available through negotiation with the
Tasmanian land management and research
agencies represented on the Policy Committee.
Research and Data management: The site is
managed by a cooperative which includes
Forestry Tasmania, Parks and Wildlife
Service, Forests and Forest Industry Council ,
Bureau of Resource Sciences, University of
Tasmania, the CSIRO and the Cooperative
Research Centre for Sustainable Forest
Management. Data are managed and curated
by the individual research agencies, with
common data sets on vegetation and
biodiversity, climate, soil, water and geology,
being held by FT and PWS. Data will eventually be available via the web site.

The Middle East
Sustainable Land
Use Initiative:
New Opportunity for
Cross-site, Crossagency, and Crossculture Research

mals; training on remote sensing for land use
research applications; and exchanging data
among the participants-and possibly to a
larger audience via the ILTER Network .
The collaborative efforts of LTER, CMC, and
EDAC can:
• Provide models for arid-lands research
developed at the Sevilleta and Jornada sites to
researchers in the Middle East,
• Encourage development of common data
management and sharing techniques,
• Provide hardware, software, and training for
exchanging scientific data ,
he Cooperative Monitoring Center
• Promote joint training and exchanges with
(CMC) has invited IL TER , the Earth Data both scientists and graduate students,
Acquisition Center (EDAC) , and Israeli and
• Provide training in satellite imagery analyPalestinian scientists to participate in a
sis, and
project to establish ecological observation
•Create an environment that supports internaand research monitoring stations in the
tional collaborations and confidence building.
Middle East.
Potential applications of this project
The CMC is located at Sandia National
include understanding the interaction of
Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM, and is
grazing animals and desert vegetation and
funded through the Department of Energy
increasing primary productivity of desert
(DOE). The CMC's mission is to assist
lands through "savannization ."
political and technical experts from around
Participants will define the exact subject
the world acquire the technology-based tools and locations of the monitoring experiment.
they need to analyze, design , and implement
The CMC is arranging a meeting with
nonproliferation, arms control , and other
Palestinian researchers and a visit to potential
security measures - including those involving study sites on the West Bank and in the
environmental and natural resources.
Negev in December 1998.
EDAC is a service organization of the
For more information on these organizaUniversity of New Mexico, and assists
tions, see the websites: Mitmni Center for
industry, government, and the general public
Desert Ecology- http://www.postfun.com/
as they apply remote sensing spatial and
bgusf/mitrani .html
spectral technology and training to assess
Earth Data Acquisition Centernatural resources, as well as other applicahttp://edac. unm.edu
tions.
Coopemtive Monitoring CenterThe goal of the initiative is to enhance
http://www.cmc.sandia.gov
research on sustainable land use in the Middle
The area of i11terest to the
East and to promote collaboration between
Middle East Sustai11able
Israeli and Palestinian scientists. An essential
Land-use
element of the project will be collection and
Initiative
sharing of relevant data among the particiextends
pants. The data would be collected at sites
.fi'0//1 the
and on topics of mutual interest on the West
area from
Bank and in Israel.
around
Secle
A meeting in October 1998 brought
Boqer and
together Arian Pregenzer and David Betsill
Beerfrom the CMC , Moshe Shachak (Mitrani
She\10,
Center for Desert Ecology, Beer-Sheva) and
north to
Avi Perevelotsky (Volcani Institute, Tel
include
Aviv), Mike Inglis (EDAC), Bai-Lian (Larry)
Hebron,
Li (UNM Dept. of Biology), Robert Waide
and inla11d
(L TER), and others from UNM and Sandia.
from the
Discussions centered on developing
coast to
about
cooperation among the participants and
lw!fivay
potential project topics. These topics included
across the
collecting on-site meteorological data;
measuring in-situ soil conditions; linking onsite data/observations with commercial
satellite imagery to develop signatures for
sustainable land use; tracking grazing ani-
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Calendar:
Coming Events of Interest to the LTER Community
January 12-14-Sevilleta LTER
Research Symposium
January 22-1999 Central ArizonaPhoenix LTER Annual Poster
Symposium
January 22-25-AAAS Annual Meeting,
Anaheim Convention Center

Science Meeting
June 17-21-Society for Conservation
Biology Annual Meeting, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD
week of June 20-Coweeta LTER Annual
Science Symposium

January-LTER Technology Committee
Meeting (date and location TBO)

June 22-25-Workshop on the Central
European Long Term Ecological Research
Network, Budapest, Hungary

February 8-9-LTER Executive Committee meeting, Washington, DC

June 27-July 3-World Conference on
Science, Budapest, Hungary

February 17 or 24-H. J. Andrews
Experimental Forest Annual LTER
Symposium

June 27-July 3-Biodiversity on Drylands
Symposium , Israel

March 29-Harvard Forest LTER Annual
Science Meeting
Aprii22-23-LTER Coordinating Committee meeting, hosted by Luquillo LTER,
Puerto Rico

mid-July-McMurdo Dry Valleys LTER
Annual Science Symposium
July 7 -8-Cooperators' Meeting at the
Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest
July 1999-Jornada Experiemental Range

LTER Annual Science
Symposium
August (adjacent to ESA meeting)Special Session with ESA "Planning for
Serindipity: Expect the Unexpected"
(exactdate TBO)
August 8-12-ESA Annual Meeting
"Landscapes, Legacies and Limits:
Bridging Borders" Spokane, Washington
August 20-Niwot Ridge LTER Annual
Science Symposium
Aug. 15-21-Annual Meeting of the
International Long Term Ecological Research Network, Kruger National Park,
South Africa
Oct. 1-3-LTER Coordinating Committee
meeting, hosted by Hubbard Brook LTER
(science theme: Disturbance and
Recruitment)
late October-Konza Prairie LTER Research Symposium

June 3-5-Luquillo LTER Annual
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